
Long-Slit Spectroscopy at La Silla: an Annotated Menu 

1. Introduction 

Spectroscopy of extended objects 
finds application both in Galactic (9.g. 
gas kinematics in planetary nebulae) 
a d  extragalactic fields. For many years 
measuring the klnwnatica in galaxies 
was restricted to the analysis of emls- 
slon lines which can be traced ~IativeEy 
m l l y  out to great distances from the 
nucleus. By contrast, absorption lines h 
galaxies are much more difficult to mea- 
sure, because they are broadened by 
tfie velocity dlsperslon of the stellar 
component and since the intenstty of 
the continuum decreases quite rapidly 
away from the centre. Only with im- 
Proved detecton3 and Irnprowd data 
analysis techniques was It pmsible to 
access also thb piece of information on 
the kinematics of extended objects. 
Also in the case of analysing spectra of 
faint paint sources, long-sl# spadm- 
Copy allows an efficient sky subbgctlon. 
The last years have seen a quite rapld 

mlution on the sector of the instrumen- 
tation. until the mid-elghtles most of the 
data were still obtained with image tube 
Spgctrogmphs (8.g. a Boller & Chlvens 
spectrograph equlpped with an EMI im- 
age tube as It was available at E N )  
on photographic plates. The plates 
needed then to be digitized in order to 
be processed further. The subsequent 
Step was the replacement of phota- 
graphic plates wlth linear detectors. The 
first generation of linear detectors at La 
Silla was the Image Dissector Scanner 
(IDS) In combination with the Bdlet & 
Chivens spectrogrsph at the 3,6-rn tele 
scope. This detector allowed a very lim- 
ited spatial resolution. There were two 
channels of which one usually was used 
for measuring the background. Only 
wlth CCDs was It then posslble to obtain 
a similar field as with photographic 
plates. The spectral and spatial m l u -  
tion, however, depended rrsalnly on the 
plxel size, which for the first CCOs was 
quite large (30 Clm2) and somewhat con- 
StWned the obmtng programmes. 
There, the situation improved consld- 
erably wlth the arrival of the high-resolu- 
tlon CCDs. The latest upgrade now In- 
Wuced m u h i - p u m  instruments Ilk8 
EFOSC and EMMI. Thls genePation of 
Instruments not only allows a can* 
nient change of wavelength ranges, dis- 
m i o n s  and SIR widths In the course of 
a night but give the observer also Mi- 
hility in selecting direct imaglng or spec- 
tmcopk W e .  

In the following chapters a brief guide 
to the Instruments at La Silla with long- 

slit spectroscopy capability Is pm- 
sented, Slnce Ulem is a variety of ln- 
strumentation avallable, thls artlcle is ln- 
tended as a help for the potential user in 
selecting the most adapted instrument 
for his purpose. For the basic descrip- 
tion of each instrument one may refer to 
the respective operating manuals of the 
instruments. 

2. fhe Instrumentation Available 
at ESO 
In Table 1 an ovewfew is given over 

the specific instrumentation prasently 
avallable at La Sllla. For oompwison 
also the Boller & Chivens spectrographs 
at the 3.6-rn and 2.2-m are Included 
although they are not offered any more. 
The setup of the instruments depends of 
course very much on the specific ob- 
serving programme. In the following dis- 
cusslon more emphasis wlll be glven to 
aspects of klnematlc observations 0.e. 
obtaining radid velocitlgs and vetoclty 
dkpersions) because they require high 
spectral and spatial resolution on the 
one hand, and on the other hand a rela- 
tively large wavelength range needs to 
be covered In order to analw as many 
lines as possible. The major applications 
of long-slit spectroscopy, partbularly In 
extragalactic astronomy, are centred 
upon a few "tradltlonal" wavelength re- 
gions of interest: 

for emission Iim the region around 
Ha (X6563 A) including the IN Ill lines 
(A6548 A A6583 4 for andyslng the 
gas kinematics; 
for absmpthn lines: AX3700 - 4400 A 
(including the Ca II K and H lines and 
the G band) and M4900 - 5900 8( 
ncluding Fe 1 14921 A, Mg 1 A5175 1 , E hand and the Na blend A5893 4 

for deriving the kinematics of the 
stellar component. Limited informa- 
tion a h t  the gas kinematics may 
also be obtained in these wavelengtfi 
regions by rr~easudng the [0 Ill doub 
let (U3727-29 A) and the (0 Ill] line 
WW7 A) respectively. 

At the same time the observer wants 
to obtain as much spctrai resolution as 
possible In these wavelength regions. In 
he  case of kinematic obmmtions, for 
example, a sampling better then 1 A 
pixel-' Is desirable. Because of the high- 
er red sensitivity of CCDs most part of 
the observational wcrk is now done in 
the region >4000 A. The physical siza of 
the detector, then, detmines the 
wavelength intmal covered. Nowadays 
CCDs usually have 1024 pixels (or more) 
in the direction of the dispersion, so that 

each of the relevant wavelength regions 
can be observed w b  one grating set- 
ting only. For each insmment the optl- 
mal grating (or grim) has been selected 
in order to cwer a wavelength region of 
about 1000 8( centred at h = 5200 8, 
(except for the EMMl Blue Channel con- 
figuration which refers to M3700 - 4400 
4. The resulting sampl tng and spectral 
~ l u t i o n a  are complld in Table I. The 
entrance slit widths w and spectral reso- 
lutlon qMt listed in Table 'I for each 
Instrument are calculated for the max- 
imum spectral rmlutlon satisfying the 
Nyquist sampling theorem. 

2.1 The Boiler & Chivens 
Spectrographs 

Odginally the Boller & Chlvens spec- 
trvgraphs were available at the 3.6-m, 
2.2-m and 1.52-m telescopes. But prea- 
ently only the one at the 1.52-m tele- 
scope is offered. This type of s- 
graph turned out to be a vwy stable 
instrument optimized for long-slit spec- 
troscopy of extendd sources. In par- 
ticular, the optimized collimator/camera 
focal length ratlo allows smatt insbu- 
mental dispersions to be conaidered 
with relatively large slit wldths. A wide 
range of gratings is available which 
allow to cover more or less the full opti- 
cal wavelength band in various dlsper- 
slons. A detailed list of the gratings to- 
gether wRh their relath efficiency 
curves may be found in ESO Operating 
Manual No. 2, The dispersions typically 
used are of the order 58 A mrn" yjeldlng 
a resolution of about 0.9 A pixelq1. 

The change In the Instrument orienta- 
tion wlth respect to gravity as the Me- 
soope tracks the object In the sky Is the 
principal cause for instrumental flexure, 
wlth the amount depending mainly on 
the zenith distance and the sllt orienta- 
tion. For the Bolter & Chiws spectro- 
graphs the maxlrnum shil? measured In 
conwcutlve canpadm Ilne spectra 
was ~ 0 . 5  plxel in an Interval of 3 hours, 

2.2 EFOSC 1 and EFOSC2 

The €SO Faint Object Spectrograph 
and Camem Is available at the 3.6-m 
(EFOSCI) and Its twin Is available at the 
2.2-m telescope (EFOSC2). This type of 
instruments usas grlsms for s p m -  
copy which have a fked wavetength 
range. Grisms have in gened a higher 
aciency than gratings. At EFOSCl the 
highest dlsperslon available is about 
120 8( mm" covering the wavelength 



mgion between %00 A to 8600 A 
(grisms 01 50,0150 and R150) In Intar- 
vm of ab~ut  MOO k yielding a max- 
imum resolution of about a 1.7 & pix- 
el", Only EFOSC2 mtalns a set of 
grisms (#7, #8, #9 and #10) which is 
r d l  useful for kinematic work [u - 
1.3 X pixel-'). But, as Is evident from 
Table 1, in order to exploit the full reso- 
lution of EFOSC, a very narrow entrance 
SIR is required (about 0.7 ar-1. At the 
tevd of a comparable instfilmeml 
$&up EFOSC (and also EMMI) may be 
considered about three times more dfi- 
cient than the Bdk & Chlvens spec- 
trographs. No significant instfirmental 
flexure has been measured. 

Regarding h e  operation of EFOSC, 
me has to remember that there is no sllt 
viewer. The posittoning of the object on 
h e  sli  has to be done via dirsct lmaglng 
and calculating the OMS with IHAP 
b a t h .  Depending on the muracy of 
the posIUoning, this may be a timcon- 
suming task, e&pecjally 1 the instrument 
is rotated. 

The ESO Mutti Mode Instrumfit at the 
MTT has a stmltar concept as EFOSC. In 
addition to grisms also gratin~s are 
available where the obsmer may 
change remotely the central wavelength 
in the course of the night. A dichrold 
allows simultaneous obsewatlons in the 
Blue and Fled Channel. As for EFOSC, 
also EMMl needs a rather narrow sllt In 
order to exploit the full spectral resolu- 
tlm. 

The difference between EMMI and 
EFOSC becorn= Important malnly In 
terms of spectral resolution: w(th an ln- 
tegration time of 1 hour spectral Infor- 
matton down to a surface brightness 
level of about 21 mag ar~sec-~ was 
reached, with both lhe 3.6-m and Ule 
NlT, but in the m e  of EFOSC the In- 
strumental dispersion was qnmt = 150 
km sdl while with EMMl q,, = 20 km s-' 
wsts obtained. For a almilar surface 
hrightnees level, two hours of integra- 
tion time at the 1.52-m telescope war% 
needed (aw 45 krn 8'') udng an RCA 
CCD as detector. This demonsfrates 
that the Boller & Chivens at the 1.52-m 
t e l w p  is for many appticatkns a 
Sepl~ l rs  attemaffve to other Instruments, 
particularly to EFOSC2 at the 2,2-m. 
Ttw strong points of EFOSC wd mAMl 
&re their high spatial resolution and their 
efiiciency In reaching falnt surface 
brightness levels. 

Slnce at the MT the Instrument adap- 
ter follows the field rotatton, the amount 
of instrumental flexure p m n t  in the 
spectra depends on the length of the 
exposure Ume and of the posltion of the 
object on the sky. After a 2.6-hour Inte- 
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gratlon a shlft of about 0.4 ptxds waa 
measured. This mount of shift can, 
however, be easlly corrected hy taking 
arc spectra before and after the object 
spectrum. 

2.4 CASPEC 
An interesting abmative for high-=- 

olution IonpsL s ~ s c o p y  to the 
above cited inattuments Is the €SO 
Cassagraln M l e  SpWwtaph at the 
3.Bm te lmpe.  A desoription of the 
latest upgrade ts given by muhl and 
Gilliotte (1901). By replacing the cross 
disperser with a flat mlmr In combina- 
tion with an int-mce filter an about 
50 A wide region can be isolated allow- 
ing a spatial coverap of about 2.4 arc- 
mln. In the present conflgumtion several 
trrtmference filters are avdlable for the 
Ha, [O 114 (A5007 4 and [O I1 QLh3727-29 
8$ regions at various redshlfts. 

In principle om can uae CASPEC also 
in its standard conf@uration if the Inter- 
order spacing (ranging from 5 to 19 arc- 
sec as a function of wavdmgth) is suffi- 
clent for the required spatial extension. 
However, regarding throughput, the 
crass d i m  is certainly tess effldent 
than the flat minor In the long-slit mode- 
One may consider CASPEC about a 

factor 2.5 less MItient than the Boller & 
Chivms with an optlmal 600 groves 
mm-I grating in a comparable 
wavelength region and with comparable 
detectom. 

3. Detectors 
The detectw is one of the decishe 

factors In determining not only the spec- 
tral and spatial resolution and coverage 
but alao the total eficlsncy of the instru- 
ment. A certain llmltation of the o v d l  
performance were the RCA CCDs with 



their rather high read-out noise (typically 
h e a n  40 and 6tl e') and often bad 
Cosmetics. Thk f o r d  the user to max- 
imize the integration tlme which on the 
other hand produced an excessive 
number of cosmic-ray hits on the CCD. 
The removal of cosmic rays without 
modifying the underlying spectrum Is 
not always an easy task, especially In 
the a m  of the object image. The safest 
approach consists in splitting the total 
exposure time in several shorter ex- 
posures. Then, one can rather easily 
mmove cosmic-ray events by compar- 
ing intensities on a pixel-to-pixel basis. 
Here the change to the low read-out 
noise GCDs (like e.g. the Fordhero- 
spwe, Thomson and Tektronix CCDs 
which are available now at La Sills) Im- 
Wves the situation. 

But one has to pay attention that in 
Particular the FA and Th CCDs have a 
much lower relative quantum dcbncy  
than the RCA and Tek CCDs. An RCA 
CCD has typically a peak RQE of about 
75% while the FA and Th CCD have only 
about 45% relathe quantum efflclency. 
The diereme bcomes dramatic espe- 
clally in the wavelength region M4000 - 
5000 8, where it goes up to ARQE = 
50%. Therefore, in order to use a given 
instrurnent/&tector combination at Its 
maximum efficiency, one should com- 
Pute beforehand whether the obswva- 
tions are going to be sky or noise II- 
mita.  

The fact that the CCDs become pro- 
gressively larger has on the one hand 
the obvious advantages in terms of 
larger wavelength coverage and gain in 
spectral resolution, which may Improve 

the Mciency of spending OW- 
lng time. But on the other hand one has 
to realize that in the presmt configura- 
tion of the data-aqulsitlon systems at 
La Stlla a certain limit of data-process- 
ing capability has been l l e a M  or even 
exceeded. The HP-bad computers 
are s.g. not capable to handte the full 
2048 x 2048 pixel array data of the FA 
CCD. It has also to be taken in consid- 
eration that the read-out of a 1700 x 
1700 pixel window, which is the msx- 
imum possible, takes about 3 minutes. 
Therefore the obsemr is well advisd to 
select a reado~lt window as small as 
possible for his purpose in order not to 
lose too much time in readsut and 
handling of the images. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

In the prevtow sections, emphasis 
was given on Instrumentatlona) aspects 
for obtaining science data. But there are 
several additional polnts whlch, already 
at the moment of the observation, Inf tu- 
en- the quality of the results obtainable 
from the data reduction. 

4.1 Sky subtaction 
The subtraction of the night sky from 

spectra of extended sources is very cnr- 
cial, in particular for absorption-line 
measurements. Ideally one would re- 
cord the sky "on-line" togethet with the 
object spectnrm on the same exposure, 
provided that the slit length Is sufficient 
to have a region where the contribution 
of the object Ilght is negligible. Due to 
the relatively small fleld at the 3.6-m 
telescope (about 3 arcmin), problems 
with the sky subtraction may arise very 
easlly, especially If the angular extent 
of the object exceeds 60 a r c s  and 
deep spectra want to be obtained. A 
rather reliable solution to this problem 
proved to be bracketrng the object ex- 
posure by two exposures of a blank sky 
region having a comparable exposure 
time. 

4.2 C m p i o n  spectra 
Good arc spectra are also an Impor- 

tant factor In obtaining high-qudw 
data, In the case of the Boiler & Chlvens 
spectrographs tradMmally HdAr lamps 
are used, which provide an arc spec- 
trum wlth satisfactory S/N ratio m n  
with short exposures (typlcdly 5120 
seconds). At EFOSC and EMMl the Situ- 
ation Is somewhat different: In particular 
in the case of EFOSCl where the light of 
the c&llbration lamps is projected 1 a 
large distance from the lamps, the n- 
sultlng arc spectrum Is quite Mnt. At 
EFOSC2 and EMMl the resub are bet- 
ter, but compared to the Boiler & Chi- 
vens generally longer integration timee 
are n e d d  (up to 500 seconds) in order 
to arrive at an adequate Intensity level. 
There is also the problem thd In the 
wavelength reglon N O 0 0  - M O O  A 
there are only few Ar lines which, fur- 
thermore, are aho fdnt, whereas the 
He llnes easily saturate even wlth a 
1 -second exposure. In the case of EMMl 
the Th lamp proved to be more useful In 
this wavelength region. In addition the 
arc spectra are often contaminated by 
Internal reflections ("ghosts"). But In 
general an accurate sdution for the 
wavelength callbration up to about 0.1 
pixel could always be achieved. In the 
context of the accuracy of the 
wavelength calibration dm the instru- 
mental flexure Is an Important factor as 
discus& before, 

4.3 Selecting the "right" instrument 
Apart from the purely instrumental 

questions, another Important criterion 
for setecting a certain telempa/lMnr- 
ment combination is the opratlng Mi- 
ciency of a given system. Depending on 
the mnflguwkion there may be a consid- 
erable time overhead in preparing and 

pmesdng ti'te exposures. Them are no 
major dlflerencm In the operation of the 
different telescopes. All the four tele- 
scopes In question have a sufficiently 
accurate polntimg that the object will be 
found In the central reglon of the field. 
Apart from the 1.52-m telescope, there 
are also similar p d u r e s  to determine 
and control the tetescop focus. h 
many applications of long-slit spectros- 
copy R is necessary to rotate the lrrstru- 
ment. A m o t e  control of the rotator is 
available only at the 3,B-m telescope 
and t h ~  NIT. At the 2.2-m and 1.52-m 
telescopes the rotation of the instrument 
requlres a manual action at the tele- 
scope which can be carded out in most 
cases only if the telescope has been put 
to the mlth. The 1.52-m telescope has 
no autoguider unR which may be a cer- 
tain disadvantage for long exposure 
times although the tracking is generally 
very good. 

The Boller & Chlvens, CASPEC and 
EMMl have a slit viewer allowing a dlnct 
positioning of the object on the dit. In 
the case of EFOSC the positioning has 
to be done via offsets calculated from 
direct images. 

Regardtng the instrument control and 
data-acqulsitlon system, the operation 
of EMMl is cemlnly the most time-con- 
suming one. One needs on the average 
about 5 mlnutes to handle an exposure 
which cornparas to abut 2 minutes 
with other instruments. 

For most 'standardm obsetvatlons the 
Bdler & Chihivens spectrograph at the 
1.52-m Wescope may turn out to be d l  
in all the mom efficient Instrument, 
dnce, altogether, there is much less 
time overhead due to positioning the 
object on the dit, instrument rotation, 
obtaining the arc spectra, read-out tlme 
of the CCD, etc. This becomes particu- 
larly Important when the sclsnce expo- 
sure times are short (typically <I hour). 
In addition, the newly available FA CCD 
at the 1.52-m telescope allows to cover 
a wavelength range of up to 2048 A with 
a sampling of 1 & pixel''. For high- 
resolution work at faint surface bright- 
ness levels, on the contrary, EMMI Is 
clearly the mob adapted instrument. 

I would like to thank Mettlch Baade 
and Sandm D'Odorico, whom sugges- 
tlons helped to impme thls article. 
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